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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory:

The revised manuscript is much improved. However, tables 2 and 3 still appear to be a little confusing. It would be helpful for the authors to layout the exact models and what variables are in each. Would the authors be able to present more specifically the results for each models by columns (i.e. one model in one column). It is particularly important to clarify the model specification here because the interpretation of RN (or RR in Table 3) hinges on the particular “reference group” (i.e. the intercept). RN=1/RR=1 generally indicates the reference group, however, in multivariate analysis, because of the inclusion of multiple covariates and interaction terms, the reference group is not necessarily the alternative age group or alternative type group, but a group with some hybrid characteristics e.g. alternative age group + alternative type + other variables which has the value 0. In the current presentation of the tables it is hard to tell exactly which reference group that RR and RN is contrasting with. For example, for the all age model, if age is controlled (say <65 is represented by dummy = 1, >65 is represented by dummy = 0) and type is contrast (say electronic = 1, paper = 0), and there is an interaction term between type and age. The reference group would be “paper, >65,” the RN would be interpreted with respect to this reference group.

The table shows results on “paper, <65” vs "electronic, <65" and "paper, >65" vs "electronic, >65." Are these interaction terms or are these results from separate models? If models were ran separately for the two age groups, then age should NOT be a covariate in the model. From the current presentation of the tables, it is difficult to tell the exact model specification.
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